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LELASTIC MUAVIOR OF THICK-WALL C•'LI.DERS

M ross Reference Data

Thick-walled cylinderi were tested Plascic Deformation

I under pressure for various end conditions. 11,'ck-Wa.1 Cylinders

The two materials used were annealedi copper Z:rain Hardening

and C1043 stecl in -the annealed condition.

Pressurization continued until the tubular

specimens were fully plasticized, i. e.

unconta-ned plastic flow had occurred.

Tests were conducted with the specimens in

the open and, closed end and closed end with

an applied axial load position. Material

propertics were also derived experimentally

with the use of tensile specimens and thin-

wtlltd cy;- "'pazdulims of elasticifrv,

Poisson's ratio and the strain hardening

factor were found for each material.
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DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS

m )odulus of elasticity

0 Poisson's Ratio

m Strain hardening factor (As computed from uniaxial tests)

A Strain hardening factor (as computed from effective stress-

-effective strain results)

4 Yield stress in tension

SEffective stress

- Effective strain
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INTRODUL'TION

Ali experimental test program for pressurizing thick-walled cylinders

under various end conditions has been conducted. The end cc.niitions con-

sidered were open end, closed end, and closed end with an applied axial

load. A sin-le test fixture was designed and fabricated which acconmodate.1

all three end conditions. ThLs will be described later. A dead weight

tester with a 100000 psi capacity was used to pressurize the specimen and

a Universal Testing Machine w, as used to support the fixture and supply

the axial load. In test, the thick-walled cylinders were pressurized

until they were in a fully plasti, condition. Two materials were use-1,

an annealed copper and an anrw.aled C1045 steel. Tensile specimens and

thin-walled tubes were used to determine material properties. The modulus

of elasticity, E, roisson's ratLo, ) and the strain hardening factor, C,

defined by either

or

were determined for each materiil.

APPrARATUS

(a) Test Fixture

A drawing of the test t~xture is thown in Figure 1. The section

shows the various components of the apparatu. a-id how the different end

conditions are accomplishe-. The specimen has an outer diameter of 1.5

1. Chu, Shih-Cihi, Inelastic Behavior of Thick-Wall Cylinders 'Made of Strain
Hardening Materials, Rock Island Arsenal Report RL-7110, U. S. Army
Weapons Command, Rock Island, Illinois.

3. Smith, J. 0. and Sidebottom, 0. M., Inelastic Behavior of Load-Carrying
Members, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, 1965.
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inches and an inner diameter of 1.0 inch. Its length is 7.5 inches.

The filler bar is used to take up volume in the interior so that little oil

is used in pressurizing the specimen. Seal plugs butt against the filler

bar and also hold the seals. Two leather packings, a rubber "0" ring,

and a square aluminum seal are used on each end. The adapter and adapter

- ~ nut lock against the end 'of the specimen and their effect depends on the

end condition desired. One of the adapters and seal plugs accommodates

the oil fitting for pressurization.

Hill( 2 ) discussed the various end conditions involved. For a closed

end tube, the longitudinal force is equal to the force generated by the

internal pressure acting on the end plugs. This is accomplished in the

fixture by removing the Universal Test Machine (UTM) adapters shown in the

drawing. As internal pressure is increased, the seal plugs move out against

the adapter which transmits the end load to the specimen end resulting in

the required loading for a closed evd specimen. In this case the test fix-

ture sits on its end or the lower platen of the UTM. Figure 2 is a phoco-

graph of an exploded view of the apparatus and Figure 4 shows the apparatus

set up in the closed end condition. For the open end configuration, the

longitudinal force in t':e specimen is zero. This is accompl-shed by replac-

ing the U1i adapters by straight unthrvded ;0apcers vhi, h rest on thc so 41

plugs and extend a little beyc:n the ends of tth- adapter, Chus the opCe-.s

end configuration can be satisfied in two ways. The unt-hreaded adapters

are posivioned between the platens of the UTM. The internal pressure,

as it is increased, acts an the seal plugs as before but this time thcy

are prevented from :ontacting the adapter. They transmit the load to the

unthrcaded adapters whf;h in turn act on the platens of the UTM. Here,

2. HiIX, R., The l-athematical Theory of Vlasticity, Oxford at the
Ciarenuon Press, 1956.



the load is carried by the UTM. Since this involved motion of the seals

during pressurization, a better method of loading in the open ead case

was to apply an axial compressive load to the unthreaded adapters using

the UTM. This applied axial load was approximately the maximum axial

load expected during the test. The load was applied to the column con-

sisting of the unthreaded adapters, the seal plugs and the filler bar.

Readings on the strain gages on the specimen during this procedure rarely

exceeded 10 - 15 microinrhes/inch showing very little _eal friction. As

the internal pressure was increased, little change was noted on the VTM

dial reading indicating little seal motion during pressurization.

Figure 3 shows the apparatis in the open end condition.

The final configuration to be tested was the closed end with applied

tensile load. In this configuration the UTM adapter was threaded into

the ends of the adapter and the fixture loosely held in the upper set of

platens in the UTM. After the required internal pressure was reached, a

tensile load was applied to the specimen tCrough the UTM adapters. This

is shown in F~gure 5. The material used for the- fixture is a hardened

4340 steel. The UTh is a commercially purchased test machine with a 120000

lbs capacity. Pressurization was accomiplis!..d using a dead weight tester,

i. e. the internal pressure is balanced against a set of weighto acting on

a small piston For readings bet'men weights, which war. necessary with

the copper, a calibrated load cell an4 a nullmeter were used.

In addition to the above tests. tensile specimens azd thin walled

cylinders were also te.ted for the purpose of determining the asaterial

properties. The tensile specimens were . 507 inch diameter with threaded

ends and 2 3' gage length and were tested in the UTK. Thin walled

7



specimens were fabricated from thick walled specimens. The specimen wall

thickness aas .020 inches, the inside diameter remaining I inch.

(b) Gaging

Fer each thick-walled tube, two axiftl and two tangential strain

gapes were used. The gages used wete 120 ohm high •longatian gages with

a three-eighths gage length. A high elongatiou epoxy, RTC. was used in

bonding the gages. The same type gage was used in the thin walled spec ns.

For the tensile specimens, smaller high elongation gages available in the

laboratory were used. These had a gage length of one-eigbth inch -and in-

eluded two types, a single general purpose gage as well &a a tee rosette-

gage - two Srids with one 900 to the other. Gages are individually fed

into a 10 channel be" .ace unit and then to a strain inc."ator. Cages are

individually read and then averaged if a plot of the points is required.

0(-) Test Procedure

After instQllation of the gaged specimen in the tett fixture and

the UTII, all specimens are usually cycl4e once or twice at a low load just

to insure proper gage operation. For the tensile test, the specimen is

then pulled in tensiona ltita•nig the stress wLthin the elasti rae nf

the material. This is repeated at least once. TVis will supply information

for computing the elastic -Constants. To calculata C, the strain hardening

factor the output of the UTM and tha otv axial Saps ar3 applied to-an X-Y

plotter and a high * getIM -test is zua. Vh eslotat o"s were mootly

about 3. 5/, however, using a different curin•g _e.t.:.d for "-t:h vman.,

elongations up to 9% waer. ahLeved. It was felt that the i6triSn harden-

Ing factor could be comp;.ted on elongations ,tuich WMtR -ts yet -Un"'Prt2,

Ii2



i. e., before neckingi.

Tests on the thin walled tubes for material properties were co.aducted

irn the closed end coadi-Aior. Results wexe recorded and nG attempt vas

made to get elastic properties as these were well established by the teus.aoe

tests. AUl gages were recorded in•ividually.

Thick wall cylinder tests were done by installlng the specimen in thu

apparatus under the desired end conditions, Gages were read individually

on a strain indicator. Pressure was applied using the dead weight tester

until one coul4 no l onger keep up with the readings. HiU1( 2 ) strpplted an

aquatiom to be used in an autofrettage process which gives the tangential

st-raia oa the outside diaaeter-for a fully plastic tube, Whenever this

was calculated, the recorded strain exceeded the calculated one indicating

that ,the tube had been fully plasticized.

RESU- = E-L.TS AND DISCUSSIONi#

=- (a) Tensile Test

Several tensile specizeas were tested to determine the elastic

consttR -4 -.thc materials used. Two tavgential &&Zes and two axial g&ges.

alp4li high eiongati•n 'ire applied to the specimen. Two steei and two copper

slpeci'ns were e-Ah teated in taie following manner.

A specimen is pulled in tension at load levels which do not exceed

the clastic limit of the material. Ali gages are recorded iLdividuaiiy

uslng •ttain indicator. This gives sufficient information for com-

puting the modulus of elapticity, 9, and Possoo'; ratio, t - To

find the moduus" -. " el*3tic$ity. the axial gage outplit is averaged and the

best strailtt iine is drai irough the pKints usin. the method of least

squares. The-technique iL suggesLed by rtandard test AM Designation:

2. [fill, R., The -Mathenatical fheor- of Plasticity, Oxford at 'he
Clarendon Prens, 1956.



EI-61. To find Poisson's ratio, the tangential strain fr-d axial strain

are each plotted ag-snst load, agin using the wethod of Leasr squares ta

find the best straight line fit for each curve. Voisson's ratio L: then

Sfound from the ratio of the slopes of the curves. This ttichnique is sug-

gested by ASTh Designation: E132 61.

In testing for the strain hardenii.g factor, OK * the data irasL be

L-• recorded continuously due to lthe plaetic deformation occurring. HIence rhe

twc axial gagts were used in a bridge circitit which fed the X avis oi an

X-Y Plotter. JA linear potentioeter wa* connected to the belt-vs of

the dial of the Universal Test Hacbine and its output recorded as the YIaxii. From this 3rrangement, a direct lod-s•rain $urve of each tensile

specimen was obtained. At least 3 1/2% strain ;as plotted before -. ,y of

the gages would give vay. The slope curv after tge material ;s

[ fully yielded is found and set eaqal co C and thus O is calculated.

r It must be kept ii; mind that - CX . as found in this manner, is the strain

h•rdening fac-or in a zensile test, i. e.. the stress-strain clirve in that

reiiot. uould be

If the effective stress-strain ex•pressions are used, then from Reference

(1) and (3), the twie equation (2) is written

1. Ch-, Shih-Chi, Inelastic behavior of Thick-Wall Cylinders Aade of Strain
Hardening Materials, Rock Island Arsenal Report R1.7110, U, S. Army
Weapons Coanm d, Rock Island, Illinois.

3. Smith, J. 0. and Sidebottomii 0. M., Inelastic Behavior cf Load-Carrying
Nembtrs, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, MS96.
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either negligible or to a mininum, Figure 10 shows the results from the

X-Y Plotter during the large deformation test. Difference: between these

results and the others are negligible as far as the strain-hardening fsc-

tor is concerned. Elongation in this case, however, was higher.

The Z-Y Plotter put a limit on the number of gages that could be

recorded, hence, the above results arz found by using axial force versus

axial strain. Thus the M is calculated for a uniaxial test ratber than

a Maltiaxial test. The two conditions give a different it as described

in Reference 3 if compressibility is assumed and for the multiaxial test

the effective? stress-effective strain relation must be used in the computa-

tion.

Two tensile tests, one with a copper and one with a steel specihan,

were repeated using a recorder to individually record the strain XSges.

This gave a record of the axial load and the axial and the tanea'Lial

strain, allowing direct ccmputation of 51 from the effective stress-

effective strain expression. The resultu of the steel specimen are shown

in Figure 11 and the results from the copper specimen are shown in Figure 12.

Results for the strain hardening factor are given in Table 1. The

strain hardening factor OL is found from the un ial s*ress -and strain data

ard C trcuq the computation of effective stress-effective strain. Differ-

ences between the two factors were small.

(b) Thin Wall Tests

Two thin wall tubes were tested in the closed end condition.

These were to provide additional results for the deterainatLon of the

material properties. The witput of the Sages was recorded twdividually4

The results of these tests are given in Figures 13 and 14. Tests were

3. Smith, J. 0- and Sidtbottom, (. q., Inelastic Behavior of Load-
Carrying .tembers, John Wiley an4 Sos, Inc., NXvw York, 14i5.

12



continued until the thin wall tubes burst. A strain hardening factor

Ss given •n Table 1, but the tubes burst before any large plastic flow

occurred.

(c) Thick Wall Tubes

Results for th• thick walled tubes are shown in Figures 15

through 18. Steel tubes #1 and #4 were tested in the. open and configura-

tio'n as �ere copper tubes #1 and 4. Steel tubes #2 a-,d #3 and copper

tubes #2 and #3 were tested in the closed end conditions. Steel tubes

#5 and #6 and capper tubes #5 and #6 were tested as close ended v.ith an

applied axial load. Readings were taken as pressure was increased until

it- became impossible to keep up with the motion of the-materiai. Simple

calculations from Hill(2), gave the inaication with regard to '&gential

strain that the tubea were fully plasticized. In tubes tested in closea

,.ad configuration withi aa applied axial loa, the pressure was brought UP

to initially yield the bore of the tube. An axial load was then 3prlied

using, the UTM while the pressure was maintained constant. In Figures 17

and 18, the axial stress shown on the ordinate axis is solely due to the

applied axial load and does not include axial stresses due to pressure in

the closed end configuration.

2. lfill-P ., The !4athenatical Theory of Plasticity, Oxford at the
Clarendon-Press, 1956.

13
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